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Hi all. So recently I was dabbling in Pet Battle dungeons and really enjoy it. But I miss the big enough pool aligned Battle Pets to really try to challenge the modes. As today has a bonus to the Battle of Pet XP, I would like to take advantage of this. However I have no idea how best level of
Battle of the Pets... Currently I have 16 maximum level Battle Pets, all of which were never ever with the Ultimate Battle-Training Stones. I run a few Google searches, but most guides either focus on that pets at the level first, not the alignment process, or have been written/recorded in The
Warlords Draenor and so a little out of date. Can anyone offer some effective alignment strategies for battle pets, or point more to any resources/guidance that you think might be helpful. Many thanks. This is your Bible: wow-petguide.com WoW Pet Battle Guides Read it all and read it
CAREFULLY. It is a collaborative experience of the most capable pvE fights in the world, assembled in Discord. To cut in the chase, for the EU today, right now, you have Sir Galveston in the Legion of Dalaran. It is one of the best/fastest options in the game. During the event, with Safari
Hat, you can get a pet up to 25 in two fights with it. Here wow-petguide.com WoW Pet Battle Guides are a set of strategies that you can use to align pets with it. Hover over the right-of-the-way tab to choose between them. I'm not sure you have the necessary pets for any of the strategies
for this tamer. You could buy. The court scribe and the Surgeon are an amazing layer. Bring the bandages! If you fail to get to Sir Galveston today, take a look at the other repeated Legion Tamers listed on the page I'm Bound. Any one will help you two fights to 25 this week! 2 Loves Added
Advice: When I saw Sir Galveston up, I didn't look past him, but I see that Trapper Jarrun is also up. Not so fast, but this layer uses mpD that you alreay have, and Darkmoon Sepp, which is plentiful and cheap on AH: wow-petguide.com WoW Pet Battle Guides 1 How I Think I Love You!
Thank you so much for providing this information! I didn't have a Scribe or Surger trial in my collection, but a trip to the auction house I was able to ensure these two Battle Pets were completely aligned for just 5k gold. This tactic gets Level 1 Battle Pets at level 24 - less than 1.5 bars XP
bars from 25 - in 2 battles. I miss any other bonuses for a safari hat. I also miss bandages, but I don't mind spending 30 seconds running on a stable master and back to heal between fights. I already have 7 pets aligned this way! Thanks again for the information. 1 Like bandages ... You
Buy 25 bandages for 5 polished pet charms. You can get polished Pet Charms from BfA World quests. Not much variety at this moment. You can cobble together something to defeat Kujaly in W e small beginnings that will get you 50 bandages and and If not right now, it's something to



watch for a week! 1 As OK, so I tried small beginnings and worked up layers with the pets you have. This layer may not be perfect, especially since there are RNG stuns in Headbutt and Frog Kiss, but it works... just maybe not every time. Starlett: Wind-Up--supercharge-'gt;Wind-Up. The
scales are dying. The switch comes in. Starlette: Wind-Up-gt;Wind-Up can damage the switch. If you're stunned, Starlett could die. If you get an extra round, Powerball is to death. Emmygos: Arkan Storm. Breathing up to the switch below 823. A burst of power. The switch is dying. Stickers
are coming. The stickers will probably kill the Emmys, but fold the Arcane Storm and breath a bit if you can before you die. Anklerender: Black Claw- Hunting. Jump if necessary. For most of yesterday - 9-10 hours - I decided to dedicate the alignment of Battle Pets with this method. Thanks
to your tips I went from 16 max level battle to pet battle between 104 and 106 max level Battle of the Pets... I lost count after the end. I also treated myself and held 25k-ish gold at 9 or 10 completely leveled Battle Pets from the auction house, bringing my total to 115 at the maximum level.
This should last for a while! 1 Like Reiunn: I lost count after the end. I think I only ever did one marathon alignment session and he came back to The Warlords, but I remember feeling not even able to take my fingers off braindeadness afterwards! Here's a good search and downloadable
list of your pets, with everything counted for you. wow-petguide.com Wow Pet Combat Guides Congratulations! It's not like that all the time, honestly. You're probably burned on pets at the moment, so give yourself a break to recover, but when you feel like venturing again, consider these
four ideas: Start targeting these pets for collection and alignment, especially those labeled Tier I and Tier II, except for those marked with an asterisk that are out there because they are used to achieve the challenge: wow-petguide.com WoW Pet Battle Guides I have a comment where it's
applicable. Solo a few old raids to start collecting pets for raiding With Leashes achievements: Wowhead's largest world of Warcraft (WoW) information site, featuring guides, news and information about classes, professions, azerite, raids, transmog, and more. All pets thse are traded, so
you can also buy them in AH and they will still count on achieving. Sometimes one breed can be much better than another, in which case I sometimes end up buying a good breed of AH rather than farming forever for the right breed. These raids also get you a little gold to spend on more
pets bwahahahaha! Start trying BfA World pet quests to earn polished pet charms, stones and bandages. You have enough in your registry now to make them all, everything, maybe not yet the most effective way. On this page links to strategies for each BfA ER: wow-petguide.com WoW
Pet Battle Guides Even if you don't have all the right pets for a particular battle, one or two of them can still be used and you'll learm more about fighting, working it out for yourself than you'll ever be parroting other people's ideas! Continue to work your way through continents with Taming...
Achieve. They will become a lot easier now you have a bigger list and you can align any new pets you need for layers much faster. After all, in Pandaria, you'll earn a Safari Hat, which is invaluable, and you'll discover all these quests like daily newspapers that you can always use to align
your pets, and even get some like drops. After the Continents, you'll be offered Pandaren Spirit Tamers quests that will reward your pet and open more daily newspapers. After all that comes Heavenly Tournament and Pet Dungeons, but it's for another day! 1 How this topic was
automatically closed 30 days after the last response. New answers are no longer allowed. PET NEWS - BY ARANESH 2020-10-13 10:56:57 Prepatch here! And it brought some significant changes to the WoW Pet Fight. Oof Size: Large very brief overview of changes: Black claw and
similar abilities have changed in the way they work Flock and similar abilities appliying Shattered Defenses have been significantly nerfed Many healing abilities have been changed to heal flat amounts instead of variance Many, many, abilities have been slightly altered Many Tamber fights
have been changed, and also work better with the above changes You can read much more about all the changes in our full composition. These changes affect almost every strategy posted on Xhu Fu, which is why we've made some radical changes: 1. Two new tags: Caution (SL) and
Broken (SL) Pre-Shadowlands Strategies will have the Warning Tag (SL) also marked prominently at the top of the strategy. This tag only shows that the strategy may not work anymore and has not been tested yet. If we find that the strategy is actually broken thanks to Shadowlands, we'll
add the Broken (SL) tag and not publish it. If you own such a strategy, you can change the tags yourself and re-release. Please be truthful and don't remove the tag without testing your strategy first! 2. Reboot all the favorites and ratings Very big Oof. Over the past 2 years, strategies have
been tested, evaluated and loved by many of you, and they have given the page a lot of added value. With the above changes, many of those lost their value entirely because many strategies simply won't be these same more. We discussed this internally and decided it would be a mistake
to keep these ratings around, and the only sensible step forward is a complete reboot. It's going to be very devastating for casual visitors and pets and we sincerely apologize for that! However, we have found that this is a better alternative than having strategies that no longer work high in
priorities for a long time. Thank you for understanding! Read the full article OFF-TOPIC - BY ARANESH 2020-10-01 18:56:20 Just after the server move the donation goal over to Ko-Fi was reached and I just made a payment to my chosen charity: www.panthera.org After looking at more
than 2 dozen charities around tigers and wild cats, Panthera seemed the most and most reliable. They are totally devoted to big cats, and all their attention is focused on their conservation. Their efforts are widespread, from supporting shelters to fighting poachers in general, to influencing
legislation in countries where endangered big cats are at home. Here is the confirmation of the donation:-) Read the full page UPDATE article - BY ARANESH 2020-09-28 17:15:13 Edit September 29 Due to a very annoying error at my end (time zones are difficult sometimes -.-) server
movement occurred a day earlier. I apologize for that. On top of that, it caused a lot of problems, some small some big. It's a big matter: it's not possible to log in Battle.net, it's not possible to view comments, it's not possible to view strategies. Problems that would be impossible to view the
page with. I kept it offline for that reason. At the same time, I went through the biggest problems and repaired them, going through all the functions of the page as detailed as possible. There are still many small problems around, for example, sending passwords to reset email is still broken. I
will fix all those also asap but I won't keep the page hidden any longer. If you encounter any errors, please let me know! In the last few days the page has been running a bit unstable. It's a combination of more complex - user accounts, collections, pet comparisons, etc. - and more people
browsing the page. And a strange little coding error, but let's not talk about it :) To help with this, I asked the entire hosting account of Syu-Fu works to be moved to a new server with better hardware and settings that give us more processing power. This will happen on the night of
September 29 to September 30 at about 02:00 UTC The process should be automatic and seamless, but there are many small things that are changing that may need manual updating. I can't guarantee a smooth transition and the page could be down in a few hours. Fingers crossed! :D
Read the full article PET NEWS - BY DRAGONSAFTERDARK 2020-09-20 21:06:27 It's time to click kegs and bust some heads because it's Brewfest at Azeroth! This in-game event lasts just over two weeks, and offers a lot of things to almost any collector: fixings, transmogs, toys, and last
but not least pets! Brewfest offers three pets, all of which can be supplier. For the Alliance, you need to head outside of Ironforge to find Belbi Kwikswich, and for Horde it will be outside of Orgrimmar with Blix Fixwidget. The currency you'll need for brewfest Pet Tokens and you'll get it is by
filling out various daily newspapers and quests in the Brewfest areas, as well as a daily dungeon holiday. For all three pets you will need a total of 500 tokens. Or, since they're in a cage, you can go to the nearest auction house and buy them there! 1. Pets This pet is available from a
supplier as well as a quest called Catch wild Wolpertinger! The horde can get this quest from Goldrak Huntsniper. Alliance can get this quest from Goldark Snipehunter (NOTE) Catch Wild Volpertinger! not available to EU players. And these are all of them! We at Xiy Fu wish you all the best
in your efforts to collect pets, and until the next time: happy fight! Read the full article PVP NEWS - BY ARANESH 2020-09-15 21:29:56 Gerissar-1480 organizes the Pet Battle Tournament with some really cool prizes, but most importantly a lot of fun! Read on for more details: Test your
bravery against other players with better pet battle skills! Your pet team have what it takes to take you to the top?! Sign up here to find out! More information can be found at discord. Read the full article Page 2Hi! My name is Aranesh. I am the creator and administrator of the site Shu-Fu Pet
Guides. I've been around World of Warcraft since it was released back in 2005, playing my trusted hunter from the beginning and ever since. When the Pandaria Mist was released and everyone raced in search and struggle in Jade Forest, I was taken back many years, rummaging through
the woods of Alvinn, hunting for critters and leveling my first few pets. Collecting has always been one of the things that kept me in the game, and pet fighting has brought that to the next level! I was recruited from the beginning and quickly had my set to go to strategy together. With the
Celestial Empire, the need to share and discuss strategies became increasing. Even then, friends took advantage of my notes, but it was never a convenient way to share them - or for myself to access them when I wasn't at home! This, combined with some basic knowledge of website
programming, gave me enough reason to put together a simple page to share my strategies. It should be at least somewhat personable, and have a good name. The mascot seemed to have a good idea, and what more to use than my favorite pet. And so, The Yu-Fu Pet Guides were born!
Since has grown and amassed a huge number of strategies, probably a complete strategy resource on the Web by now. This page is a great way for me to combine some of my most expensive hobbies. Countless hours have been spent to make the page better, more accessible and add
Functions. But what makes it best are my fellow animals that fall on every day, leave comments and ideas and help in making our pet fighting community one of - if not - the best communities to be in! Thank you for allowing me to be such an integral part of this wonderful journey! Page 3 is
copied to the clipboard! Click on the button to copy the script to the clipboard: if #3 is the enemy (Piqua:1003). 3 - изменение (#2) - self.round No 4 ( endif change (#3) - self (#2).активное изменение (Anubisath Idol:1155) - самоуверенность (#3)., сыгранная в режиме ожидания .
резервный режим - enemy.ability (Burrow:159).использовать - enemy.aura (Адреналин:161).существует использование (Deflection:490) - враг (Piqua:1003).aura (Flying:341).существует использование (Deflection:490) - враг (Lapin:1002.aura (Подполье:340).существует
использование (Deflection:490) - враг (Bleat:1001).aura (Chew:540).существует использование (Sandstorm:453) использование (#1) Скопировано на буфер обмена! Мужественный Yon 66738 Специальный или нет:0Специальный или нет:1111111556665911550 Навыки: 1 1 1
Порода: Любой Anubisath Idol Этот питомец может иметь следующие породы: Порода Здоровье Скорость HH 1725 276 244 2 йл 1 0 2 йл 1 0 High XP породы По крайней мере один из домашних животных для этой стратегии требуют использования конкретной породы.
Быстрая эта стратегия была построена to be as fast as possible. The long strategy takes some time. Relax, get yourself a warm drink and relax the scenery. RNG Not every strategy can be proof of a bullet. This is one of them. You may have to restart it, as there are some random items
that increase the risk of your pets failing. Don't blame them, please! TCG This strategy uses pets that can be obtained from Wow Trading Card Game (TCG) or auction house for potentially high amounts of gold. Shop This Strategy uses pets that can only be obtained from the WoW In-Game
Shop to Battle.net balance or real money. Level 1 You can use this strategy to carry a low level pet to give it an experience. Tricky some instructions are harder to follow than others. This is exactly what you can find in this strategy! TD Script Strategy offers a TD script that can be used with a
TD addon script. You can copy the script by clicking on the left button of the pets. The unattainable at least one pet in the strategy can't be obtained anymore. If you have, congratulations! The Employees Select Strategy Curator found this strategy to be particularly helpful and higlighted it
with this tag to give it more exposure. Attention (SL) This strategy was created before Shadow and has not been tested or adapted. It might not work anymore. Broken The strategy has been tested and will not work with Shadowlands. Major changes or removals are needed. Last Updated:
2020-08-20 14:53:05 Strategy Created: 2018-06-02 18:08:14 11 Alternatives Alternatives
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